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1. INTRODUCTION

Ontologies have become recently a core resource for many knowledge-based applications such as knowledge management, natural language processing, e-commerce, intelligent information integration, database design and integration, information retrieval, bio-informatics, etc. The Semantic Web, [7], is a prominent example on the extensive use of ontologies. The main goal of the Semantic Web is the semantic annotation of the data on the Web with the use of ontologies in order to have machine-readable and machine-understandable Web that will enable computers, autonomous software agents, and humans to work and cooperate better through sharing knowledge and resources.

In the area of Natural Language Processing, by far, the most widely used lexico-conceptual ontology is Princeton’s English WordNet, [17]. Princeton’s WordNet has become a de facto standard repository of lexical semantic information. The coverage of English WordNet, as shown in Table 1, is really impressive in terms of number of synsets, words, and relations.

Due to the success of Princeton’s English WordNet, a lot of efforts have been devoted for building wordnets for other languages. Although most of these wordnets have been built manually, in some cases a substantial part of the work has been performed automatically using English WordNet as source ontology and bilingual resources for proposing alignments.


Later, Khan and Hovy [20] proposed a way to reduce the hyper-production of spurious links by this method by searching common hyperonyms that could collapse several hyponyms.

The first attempt following Princeton WordNet's approach towards the construction of WordNets on a large scale was the development of EuroWordNet project [40]. Within the framework of this project Spanish WordNet, [34], were developed through a collective effort of three Spanish universities (UNED, UB and UPC). Although the different partners of EuroWordNet followed slightly different approaches for building their wordnets (according to their available lexical resources) a common approach of manual building of an initial set of Base Concepts, and a further top-down extension of this set was followed by all the partners in the first phase. In the second phase of the construction, complementary resources such as bilingual dictionaries were used.

Later on, Catalan [6] and Basque [1] WordNets were developed following the same approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version</th>
<th>nouns</th>
<th>verbs</th>
<th>adj</th>
<th>adv</th>
<th>total synsets</th>
<th>relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WN1.5</td>
<td>51,253</td>
<td>8,847</td>
<td>13,460</td>
<td>3,145</td>
<td>76,705</td>
<td>103,445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN1.6</td>
<td>66,025</td>
<td>12,127</td>
<td>17,915</td>
<td>3,575</td>
<td>99,642</td>
<td>138,741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN1.7</td>
<td>74,488</td>
<td>12,754</td>
<td>18,523</td>
<td>3,612</td>
<td>109,377</td>
<td>151,546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XWN</td>
<td>74,488</td>
<td>12,754</td>
<td>18,523</td>
<td>3,612</td>
<td>109,377</td>
<td>551,551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN1.7.1</td>
<td>75,804</td>
<td>13,214</td>
<td>18,576</td>
<td>3,629</td>
<td>111,223</td>
<td>153,781</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN2.0</td>
<td>79,689</td>
<td>13,508</td>
<td>18,563</td>
<td>3,664</td>
<td>115,424</td>
<td>204,074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN2.1</td>
<td>81,426</td>
<td>13,650</td>
<td>18,677</td>
<td>3,644</td>
<td>117,597</td>
<td>232,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WN3.0</td>
<td>82,115</td>
<td>13,767</td>
<td>18,156</td>
<td>3,621</td>
<td>117,659</td>
<td>235,402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Content of different versions of Princeton’s English WordNet
A similar methodology was applied to building the Hungarian WordNet [27]. In this case, the basic bilingual-based approach was complemented with methods using a monolingual explanatory dictionary. Also Chen [10] complemented the bilingual resources with information extracted from a monolingual Chinese dictionary for building both a Chinese and a Chinese-English wordnets.

Arabic WordNet was a two years project. It was funded by the US government under the REFLEX program. The project was directed by Christiane Fellbaum, from Princeton University (USA), and the rest of partners were two universities, Manchester University (UK) and UPC (Spain) and two companies, Irion Technologies (the Netherlands) and Articulate Software (USA).

In Accordance with the objectives of the project, Arabic WordNet currently, i.e. at the end of the project\(^1\), consists of 11,270 synsets (7,961 nominals, 2,538 verbals, 661 adjectivals, and 110 adverbials), containing 23,496 Arabic expressions (words and multiwords). This number includes 1,142 synsets that are Named Entities which have been extracted automatically and checked by the lexicographers. For the most up-to-date statistics on the content of Arabic WordNet see:


Figure 1 shows the current figures of Arabic WordNet as presented in this Web page.

In accordance with the conditions set by Arabic WordNet project contractors, all the content of Arabic WordNet database was manually built or at least, as in the case of Named Entities, manually revised. In this later case, the coverage is rather limited and meant to be considered just as a sample of the capabilities of the resource. Our current, more important, goal which is presented in this paper is to devise a way to automatically enrich the current set of Named Entities in the database using high quality sources such as the Arabic Wikipedia.

The organization of this paper after this introduction is as follows: Section II describes briefly the methodology used in the construction of Arabic WordNet. Section III is devoted to the approaches followed for the semi-automatic extension of Arabic Wordnet. Section IV reviews the way we followed for

\(^1\) Several attempts for extending Arabic WordNet are currently in progress.************

---

```plaintext
| Arabic synsets | 11270 |
| Arabic words   | 23496 |
```

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>pos</th>
<th>DB content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>7961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>2538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Named entities:**

- Synsets that are named entities: 1142
- Synsets that are not named entities: 10028
- Words in synsets that are named entities: 1656

Figure 1. Figures of Arabic WordNet database at the end of the project (February 2008)

In [4], Barbu and Barbu-Mititelu followed a similar approach for building the Romanian WordNet, but using additional knowledge sources as Magnini’s WordNet domains codes [23] and WordNet glosses. They used a set of meta-rules for combining the results of the individual heuristics for achieving a 91% accuracy for a coverage of 9,610 synsets.

Another important project concerned with building wordnets was the BalkaNet project [39]. The Common Base Concepts of the resulting resource have been used in building the Arabic WordNet, as reported in section II.

Arabic WordNet ([8], [14], [35], [36]) has been built along the last years following the EuroWordNet methodology of manually encoding a set of base concepts while maximizing compatibility across wordnets (Arabic and English in this case). As a result, there is a straightforward mapping from Arabic WordNet onto Princeton WordNet 2.0 (Princeton’s WordNet – [17]). In addition, the Arabic WordNet project aimed at providing a formal specification of the senses of its synsets using the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO – [29]). This representation serves as an interlingua among all wordnets ([31], [40]) and will underlie the development of semantics-based computational tools for multilingual Natural Language Processing.
collecting the Named Entities currently included in Arabic WordNet. Section V discusses the potential use of the Wikipedia as source for enriching the set of Named Entities. Section VI outlines our approach. In section VII a detailed example illustrating this approach is presented. Results and evaluation are discussed in section VIII. Finally, in section IX, our conclusions and further work are presented.

II BUILDING AN ARABIC WORDNET

Following EuroWordNet methodology, Arabic WordNet was developed in two phases: first, building a core WordNet around the most important concepts, the so-called Base Concepts, and secondly extending this core WordNet downward to more specific concepts using certain criteria. The core WordNet was designed to be highly compatible with WordNets in other languages that have been developed according to the same approach.

For the core WordNet, the Common Base Concepts of the 12 languages in EuroWordNet (1,024 synsets) and BalkaNet (8,516 synsets) that are translatable into Arabic were encoded as synsets in Arabic WordNet. Other Arabic language-specific concepts were added and translated and manually linked to the closest synsets. The same procedure was performed on all English synsets having an equivalence relation in the SUMO ontology. Synset encoding proceeded bi-directionally: given an English synset, all corresponding Arabic variants (if any) were selected; given an Arabic word, all its senses were determined and for each of them the corresponding English synset was encoded.

For the sake of coherence and connectivity with English WordNet the set of Arabic synsets was extended with hyponym relations to form a closed semantic hierarchy. Also, in this phase, wherever possible lexical gaps in the hyponymy hierarchy were filled. SUMO was used in this phase to maximize the semantic consistency of the hyponymy links. The result represents the core WordNet, which was the semantic basis for further extension. All the work was done manually with the help of lexicographic interfaces and sets of Arabic wording suggested for each English synset. Arabic lexicographers decided on either accepting, rejecting, extending or modifying the proposed mappings. We proceeded in this way for both nouns and verbs (adjectives and adverbs were added opportunistically when derived from a verb). When a new Arabic verb was added, extensions were suggested from verbal entries, including verbal derived forms, nominalizations, verbal nouns, active and passive participles and so on.

In a second phase the database was extended from the Arabic core WordNet. We proceeded downwards adding layers of hyponyms chosen according to certain criteria: maximal connectivity, relevance, and generality.

At a final step, a set of terminological data corresponding to pre-defined domains were added to the database, filling gaps when needed. See [35] for a more in depth description of the procedure for selecting these synsets.

The database structure comprises four principal entity types: item, word, form and link. Items are conceptual entities, including synsets, ontology classes, and instances. An item has a unique identifier and descriptive information such as a gloss. Items lexicalized in different languages are distinct. A word entity is a word sense, where the word’s citation form is associated with an item via its identifier. A form is an entity that contains lexical information (not merely inflectional variation). The basic content of the forms are the root forms of the words but additional data (such as the irregular/broken plural form), where applicable, can be represented in this way.

Encoding root information is an important issue in Arabic WordNet. The root groups together a set of semantically related forms. For instance, the verbal basic form ﺛﺮـﺲ (DaRaSa, to study/to learn) has a root reduced to ﺛﺮـﺲ (DRS), from this root, lexical rules can produce derived verbal forms as ﺛﺮـﺲ (DaRrSa, to teach), among others. From any verbal form (whether basic or derived), both nominal and adjectival forms can also be generated in a highly systematic way: the nominal verb (masdar) as well as masculine and feminine active and passive participles. Examples include the masdar ﺛﺮـﺲ (DaRSun, lesson, study), ﺛﺮـﺲ (MuDaRrSuSun, male teacher), or ﺛﺮـﺲ (MuDaRrSuSatun, female teacher). Note that all these forms owning the same root are semantically related, sometimes in a predictable way. Having access to this information in Arabic WordNet opens interesting possibilities in several Natural Language Processing tasks.

A link relates two items, and has a type such as "equivalence," "subsuming," etc. Links interconnect sense items, e.g., an English synset to an Arabic synset, a synset to a SUMO concept, etc. This data model was specified in XML as an interchange format, and was implemented in a MySQL database.

Following this approach Arabic WordNet was built and reached the overall coverage shown in Figure 1.

---

2 To our knowledge the only previous attempt to build a WordNet for the Arabic language consisted of a set of experiments carried out by Mona Dab [12] for attaching Arabic words to English synsets using only English WordNet and a parallel Arabic English corpus as knowledge source.

3 A set of domains to be covered was defined in the contract. These domains were manually mapped into Magnini's domains codes, [23]: atomic, physics, biology, economy, chemistry, commerce, doctrines, military, politics, drugs, and dangerous things.
III SEMI-AUTOMATIC EXTENSIONS OF ARABIC WORDNET

Although the construction of Arabic WordNet was performed manually (in accordance with the terms of the contract), some efforts have been made to automate part of the process of extension using available bilingual (Arabic/English) and monolingual (Arabic) lexical resources. Using lexical resources for the semi-automatic building of wordnets for languages other than English is not new, as was discussed above.

For obtaining generic synsets we have investigated two general approaches which take advantage of an important characteristic of Arabic (and other Semitic languages), which is that words sharing a common root (i.e. a sequence of almost always three consonants) usually have related meanings and can be derived from a common base of verbal form by means of a reduced and very accurate set of lexical rules. Besides these two general approaches for obtaining generic synsets, two other lines of research for extending Arabic WordNet have been followed for obtaining i) domain restricted terminological synsets and ii) Named Entities. The first line is not approached in this paper, the latter is discussed in sections IV and VI.

Both approaches aim at deriving new Arabic word forms from existing Arabic verbal synsets and then producing a list of suggested English synsets for each form. The first approach, described in [35], is based on a heuristic guided application of the set of lexical rules. The second approach, described in [36], formalizes the decisions in a Bayesian framework. Both approaches can be (and have been) combined for getting more accurate results.

The central problems to be faced are, on the one hand, filtering noise caused by overgeneration of Arabic word forms (obviously, the application of the whole set of lexical rules to a given form results in a severe overgeneration of Arabic forms, for instance, for درس, درو of the nine possible derived form generated by the application of the first rule set, only the six shown in Table 3 are valid according to [41]) and, on the other, mapping the newly created forms to appropriate English WordNet synsets.

To deal with the filtering problem, we implemented a set of Decision Tree classifiers using the C5.0 implementation in the Weka toolbox, [42]. Details are reported in [35].

Regarding the second problem, i.e. associating these Arabic words with Princeton's English WordNet synsets, we translated the Arabic words (layer 1, Ai in Figure 2) into English (layer 2, Ei) and identified all the synsets these translations belonged to (layer 3, Si), thus producing a set of <Arabic word, English word, Princeton's English WordNet synset> tuples. Furthermore, we looked for semantic relations holding in Princeton's English WordNet that involve the synsets in layer 3, and this led to a new layer (layer 4, Si). In this way an undirected graph was built.

Consider once more the example of درس (DaRaSa, to study/to learn) presented above. From this verbal basic form, the root درس (DRS) can easily be extracted. In our case, as we try to extend Arabic WordNet semi-automatically starting in the already existing verbal entries, the root form exists in the database, thus the extraction of the root is quite straightforward. Anyway, extracting the root from the basic verbal form in a general case, when the verbal form does not occur in Arabic WordNet is not difficult (obviously extracting the root from whatever form is more challenging). Several root extractors are freely available. An example is gendic. Interesting systems are [2], [42] and [11].

Once the root is extracted, sets of lexical and morphological rules can be used for extracting related forms. Table 2 presents some examples of the inflected verbal forms corresponding to the basic form, درس (DaRaSa, to study/to learn) and to its corresponding root form, درس (DRS). The set of lexical rules was automatically built using as Knowledge Source the LOGOS database of Arabic verbs which contains 944 fully conjugated Arabic verbs.

The number of different forms depends on the class of the verb (basic class and up to 10 derived classes) but it ranges from 44 to 84 different forms. Class 1, the basic class, has 82 forms, some of which are presented in Table 2, and, thus,

---

4 http://www.freshmeat.net
5 http://www.logosconjugator.org/verbi_utf8/all_verbs_index_ar.html
requires the application of 82 different morphological rules for generating them. Table 3 presents the valid derived verbal forms corresponding to the same basic form. Note that not all the possible derived forms for a basic one correspond to valid forms. Sets of lexical rules for deriving both the inflected verbal forms of the root and the derived verbal forms can be easily written. Combining the two rule sets would result in the generation of all the valid inflected forms from both the basic verbal form and all its valid derived forms. We have used for this purpose the Xerox Finite State software, [5] with no major problems.

From any verbal form (whether basic or derived by the corresponding rule set, both nominal and adjectival forms can also be generated in a highly systematic way; the nominal verb (masdar) as well as masculine and feminine active and passive participles. Examples generated from from دَرْس (DaRaSa, to study/to learn) include the masdar form دَرْس (DaRSun, lesson, study) and مَدْرَّس (MuDaRRiSun, teacher) in this case coming from دَرْس (DaRaSa, to teach), second class derivative of the original basic form.

Beyond this, we aimed to extend this basic approach to the derivation of additional forms including the feminine form from any nominal masculine form (for instance, مَدْرَسَة, MuDaRRiSatun, female teacher, from مَدْرَس, MuDaRRiSun, male teacher), or the regular plural forms from any nominal singular form. For instance, the regular nominative plural form is created by adding the suffix (Una) to the singular form (e.g., مَدْرَسون, MuDaRRiSun, male teachers, is derived from مَدْرَس, MuDaRRiSun, an English word form, and Si to an English synset):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>English form</th>
<th>Arabic form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (basic)</td>
<td>to learn, to study</td>
<td>دَرْس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>to teach</td>
<td>دَرْس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>to study (together with someone)</td>
<td>دَارَس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>to learn with</td>
<td>أَدَرَس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>to study (carefully together)</td>
<td>تَدَارَس</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>to vanish</td>
<td>انْدَرَس</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Valid derived forms from دَرْس (DaRaSa, to study)

male teacher), or the regular plural forms from any nominal singular form. For instance, the regular nominative plural form is created by adding the suffix (Una) to the singular form (e.g., مَدْرَسون, MuDaRRiSun, male teachers, is derived from مَدْرَس, MuDaRRiSun, male teacher).

As a result of this process we have built for each of the 2,538 verbal entries of Arabic WordNet a graph like the one presented in Figure 2. As said above, we have followed two ways of using this structure for proposing new <Arabic word/English synset> associations, based, respectively, on a set of heuristics and a Bayesian model. We will now briefly describe the two approaches.

Both approaches start by building the set of association graphs described above but differ in the way of scoring the reliability of these candidates. Our scoring routine is based on the observation that in most cases the set of derivative forms have semantically related senses (because they own the same root). For instance, دَرْس (DaRaSa, to study) belongs to Class 1 and its masdar is دَرْس (DaRSun, lesson). مَدْرَس (DaRRaSa, to teach) belongs to Class 2 and its masculine active participle is مَدْرَس (MuDaRRiSun, male teacher). All these words have the same root دَرْس. Clearly these four words are semantically related. Therefore, if we map Arabic words to English translations and then to the corresponding English synsets, we can expect that the correct assignments will correspond to the most semantically related synsets. In other words, the most likely <Arabic word, English synset> associations are those corresponding to the most semantically related items.

Using the graph as input (see Figure 2), the first approach to compute the reliability of association between an Arabic word and an English synset consists of simply applying a set of five graph traversal heuristics. The heuristics are as follows (note that in what follows, A, refers to an Arabic word forms, E, to an English word form, and S, to an English synset):

1. If a unique path A-E-S exists (i.e., A is only translated as E), and E is monosemous (i.e., it is associated with a single synset), then the output tuple <A, S> is assigned a score value of 1.

2. If multiple paths A-E1-S and A-E2-S exist (i.e., A is translated as E1 and E2 and both E1 and E2 are associated with S among other possible associations) then the output tuple <A, S> is assigned a score value of 2.

3. If S in A-E-S has a semantic relation to one or more synsets, S1, S2 … that have already been associated with an Arabic word on the basis of either heuristic 1 or heuristic 2, then the output tuple <A, S> is assigned a score value of 3.

4. If S in A-E-S has some semantic relation with S1, S2 … where S1, S2 … belong to the set of synsets that have already been associated with related Arabic words, then the output tuple <A-S> is assigned a score value of 4. In this case there is only one translation E of A but more than one synset associated with E. This heuristic can be subclassified by the number of input edges or supporting semantic relations (i.e. 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, ...).

5. This heuristic is similar to 4 except that there are multiple translations E1, E2, … of A and, for each translation Ei, there are possibly multiple associated synsets S1i, S2i, ... In this case the output tuple <A-S> is assigned a score value of 5 and again the heuristic can be sub-classified by the number of input edges or supporting semantic relations (5.1, 5.2, 5.3 ...).
Applying all the heuristics resulted in a precision score of 0.5 for a recall of 0.61. Limiting the application to heuristics 1 and 2, the recall falls to 0.18 while the precision raised to 0.65. With few exceptions the expected trend for the reliability scores are as expected (heuristics 2 and 3 perform better than heuristic 4 and the latter better than heuristic 5). It is also worth noting that heuristic 3, the first that relies on semantic relations between synsets in English WordNet, outperforms heuristic 2.

The second approach starts building a Bayesian Network from the association graph. This implies:

1. Assigning direction to edges in order to transform the undirected graph into a directed one. We followed a greedy approach to avoid cycles when inserting S nodes. S nodes were sorted by number of output edges and edges are added once at a time if no cycle is produced.

2. Computing the Conditional Probability Table, CPT, for each node in the net. Being binary all the variables, the CPT size of a node $i$ is in our case, $2^n$, for $n =$ number of fathers of $i$. We have used a threshold (set to 10) on the maximum number of fathers for a node. The same approach used for avoiding cycles was also used for deciding which nodes will be selected as fathers. Computing the CPT depends on the type of edge. For edges $EW \rightarrow AW$ we used probabilities coming from Statistical Translation Models, built from UN Arabic/English bilingual corpus\textsuperscript{6} using GIZA++ (word-word probabilities) for estimating conditional priors. For edges $ES \rightarrow EW$ we have simply, uniformly distribute the probability mass between the variants of the synset. For edges $ES \rightarrow ES$ the process is more complex. See [36] for details.

For each built Bayesian network, a Bayesian inference has been performed setting as evidences the nodes in AW layer and looking for the probabilities of all the synsets in S1. The set of candidates is built with tuples $<X,Y>$ where X belongs to AW, Y belongs to S1 having a non null probability, when there is a path from X to Y. The tuple is scored with the posterior probability of Y given the evidences provided by the net.

The results of this second approach using different thresholds rank from a precision of 0.4 for a recall 1.0 until a precision of 0.6 for a recall of 0.28.

Intersecting both methods results on a clear improvement. The best recall (0.71) produced a precision of 0.59. The best precision (0.71) was obtained with a quite restrictive threshold. Although the recall in this case is low (0.38), the average number of words candidates to AW is really high (92 words for base form in average).

IV COLLECTING NAMED ENTITIES IN ARABIC WORDNET PROJECT

The process of collecting Named Entities for being included in Arabic Wordnet followed, too, a semi-automatic approach that allows us to use it as a base for the automatic approach presented in this paper. The process consisted of two steps:

1. Selection of the candidates.
2. Manual validation. As for all the content of Arabic WordNet a manual revision of the set of synsets is needed.

According to the conditions of our contract, at least 1,000 Named Entities synsets should be built, covering a variety of types (locations, persons, organizations, etc.) that should be, whenever possible, linked to existing instances in Princeton’s English WordNet.

A. Selecting candidates

Our goal in this step was constraining as much as possible the set of candidates in order to reduce the human effort in the second step. We started with the information contained in three resources:

1. The GEONAMES\textsuperscript{7} database for toponym information corresponding to Arabic countries. GEOnet Names Server is a worldwide database of geographic feature names, excluding the United States and Antarctica, with 5.3 million entries. Each gazetteer entry contains a geographical name (toponym) and its geographical coordinates (latitude, longitude), language of the geographical name and other geographical features as country name, capital, main cities, first administrative division, organizational districts, etc.) as well as non geographical such as the current head of state, the head of govern, the currency, and other. Only information involving Named Entities has been extracted in our case. See Figure 3 for some examples of the information extracted.

---


\textsuperscript{7} http://www.geonames.org/
2. A gazetteer of Countries in the world from FAO\textsuperscript{8}. This gazetteer contains the name of all the countries around the world in different languages indexed by ISO code. We have used the Arabic and English files.

3. The Named Entity entries contained in the NMSU (New Mexico State University) bilingual Arabic-English lexicon\textsuperscript{9}. The candidates from these resources have, however, a non null intersection and some inconsistencies occur that need to be solved manually in the second step.

In the case of the GEONAMES and FAO databases, the procedure was quite straightforward. For GEONAMES we started by selecting the pages corresponding to Arabic countries (see an example in Figure 3), then we wrote wrappers, i.e. web page specific scripts, for extracting information from these web pages and formatting results. For FAO, we simply aligned English and Arabic Named Entities by means of the ISO code (see Figure 4).

The case of NMSU was more complex. The database had a larger coverage but the entries had no diacritics at all, including not only vowels but other marks as the "shadda" diacritic, and obviously, not only Named Entities but also normal entries are included in the dictionary. Although most Arabic texts are unvowelized, i.e. do not contain diacritics, a design decision when building Arabic WordNet was that all the entries should be fully vowelized, including Named Entities\textsuperscript{10}.

The case of shadda is specially problematic, shadda in Arabic marks a consonant duplication (a gemination) and the meaning of a word with or without the mark can be absolutely different. Consider, for instance, the Arabic word درس (DaRaSa) without shadda and دروس (DaRRaSa,) with shadda. Both entries appear as درس in the NMSU lexicon but the meaning is to study/learn in the former and to teach in the later.

We proceed in the following steps:

1. Identifying synsets corresponding to instances in English WordNet. A known problem in WordNet is the lack of distinction between synsets corresponding to classes (e.g. country) and those corresponding to instances (e.g. Morocco). From Enrique Alfonseca's page\textsuperscript{11} a list of PWN1.7 synsets corresponding to instances can be downloaded. These synsets were then mapped from PWN1.7 to PWN2.0 using TALP mappings\textsuperscript{12} between different versions of Princeton's English WordNet. The mapping resulted on very small loss in accuracy.

2. Obtaining the generic types, i.e. the Princeton’s WordNet synsets corresponding to the direct hyperonyms of the instance synsets. This resulted in obtaining 371 generic types from which only synsets already linked to Arabic Wordnet were collected (such as ‘capitals’, ‘cities’, ‘countries’, ‘inhabitants' or ‘politicians’). In some cases, when the generic synset was highly productive, the Arabic counterpart, if not already present in Arabic WordNet was manually added to the database.

3. Proceeding downwards for getting all the instance synsets corresponding to the hypernyms of the generic types. In most cases these synsets correspond to those recovered in step 1. But new ones appear.

4. Obtaining NMSU entries corresponding to the variants in the instance synsets obtained in step 3. Only nominal entries were recovered. For example, for instances of hyponyms of the generic

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|l|l|}
\hline
official name in English: & native name: \\
\hline
Kingdom of Morocco & المملكة العربية (al-Mamlakátu l-Ma?ribiyá) \\
\hline
adjective: & native adjective: \\
Moroccan & مغربي (ma?ribi) \\
\hline
capital: & native name: \\
Rabat & الرباط (ar-Ribāt?) \\
\hline
official language: & native name: \\
Arabic + Tamazight & العربية + tmazi?t / تمازيج / \\
\hline
currency: & native name: \\
1 dirham = 100 centimes & سنتيم / سنتاً (1 dirham = 100 santim) \\
\hline
head of state / government: & native name: \\
King Mohammed VI & ملك محمد السادس (al-Malik Mu?ammad ?a?d-Dîd) \\
Prime Minister Idriss Jettou & الوزير الأول分离 (al-Wâzi?r l-Awwal Idrīs ?a?l?) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{A fragment of GEONAMES database}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{10} The decision is controversial because there is no common agreement in different Arabic countries on the way of vowelizing Named Entities. In case of doubt we have used the most frequent vowelization according to our lexicographers.

\textsuperscript{11} http://alfonseca.org/pubs/ind-conc.tgz

\textsuperscript{12} http://www.lsi.upc.edu/~nlp/
entry 'politicians' 129 synsets were found.

Finally we unified the formats produced by the three sources and merged the results.

B. Manual validation

This step iterates on the associations proposed by the first step. For each candidate the following tasks were performed:

- Deciding the acceptance or rejection of the pair <English synset/Arabic form>.
- Modifying Arabic form if needed.
- Adding additional variants if available to the new created Arabic synset.
- Completing attachments to English WordNet if possible.

The whole procedure resulted in obtaining 1,147 synsets that have in total 1,659 variants corresponding to 31 generic types.

Figure 5 presents the number of instances of the most frequent types. See:


V WIKIPEDIA AS SOURCE OF LEXICAL RESOURCES

Wikipedia\(^\text{13}\), is by far the largest encyclopedia in existence with more than 3 million articles in its English version (English Wikipedia) contributed by thousands of volunteers. Wikipedia experiments an exponential growing in size (number of articles, number of links, etc). There are versions of Wikipedia in more than 200 languages although the coverage (number of articles and average size of each article) is very irregular.

The Arabic version (Arabic Wikipedia) has over 65,000 articles\(^\text{14}\) (about 1% of the total size of Wikipedia). Among all the different languages, Arabic has a rank of 29, just above Serbian and Slovenian. The growing of Arabic Wikipedia is, however, very high (more than 100% in last year) so it seems that in a relatively short time the size of Arabic Wikipedia could correlate with the importance (of the number of speakers) of Arabic language.

The Arabic version (Arabic Wikipedia) has over 65,000 articles\(^\text{14}\) (about 1% of the total size of Wikipedia). Among all the different languages, Arabic has a rank of 29, just above Serbian and Slovenian. The growing of Arabic Wikipedia is, however, very high (more than 100% in last year) so it seems that in a relatively short time the size of Arabic Wikipedia could correlate with the importance (of the number of speakers) of Arabic language.

Wikipedia basic information unit is the "Article" (or "Page"). Articles are linked to other articles in the same language by means of "Article links". There are about 15 output article links (links are not bidirectional) in average in each Wikipedia article. The set of articles and their links in Wikipedia form a graph. Wikipedia articles can be assigned to Wikipedia categories (through "Category links") that are also organized as a graph (see [44] for an interesting analysis of both graphs). Besides article and category links.

Wikipedia pages can contain "External links", that point to

\(^{13}\) http://www.wikipedia.org/

\(^{14}\) The figures about Wikipedia coverage are taken from the version we used in the experiments reported in this paper. We downloaded the version of Arabic Wikipedia corresponding to February 2008. Currently Arabic Wikipedia has 110,000 articles. The comparison of these figures gives insights of the growing rate of the resource.
external URLs, and "Interwiki links", from an article to a presumably equivalent, article in another language. There are in Wikipedia several types of special pages relevant to our work: "Redirect pages", i.e. short pages which often provide equivalent names for an entity, and "Disambiguation pages", i.e. pages with little content that links to multiple similarly named articles.

Extracting information from Wikipedia can be done easily using a Web crawler and a simple html parser. The regular and highly structured format of Wikipedia pages allows this simple procedure. There are, however, a lot of APIs providing easy access to Wikipedia online or to the database organized data obtained from Wikipedia dumps. Some interesting systems are Waikato's WikipediaMiner toolkit, U. Alicante's wiki db access, Strube and Ponzetto's set of tools, Iryna Gurevych’ JWPL, etc.

In [25] there is an excellent survey of current Wikipedia issues and applications.

VI OUR APPROACH

Our purpose is getting Named Entity candidates to be attached as instances to current synsets of the Arabic Wikipedia. In the research reported in this paper we restrict ourselves to Named Entities that have English counterparts in the English WordNet. Other Named Entities for which interwiki links between Arabic and English Wikipedias exist can, however, be extracted following the same approach and attached as direct hyponyms of the corresponding generic synsets but will lack correspondence to the English Named Entities. Note that the coverage of Named Entities in English Wikipedia is at least one order of magnitude greater than the coverage of Named Entities in English WordNet.

Consider Figure 7 and the corresponding example in Figure 8. A pair of generic synsets, in this case, \{city, metropolis, urban_center\} in English WordNet and "مدينة" in Arabic...
WordNet are linked by an equivalence link. In English WordNet several instances of the generic synset are related to it by a direct hyponymy link. In the example, such instances are cities. One of these instances, in figure 8, is "Barcelona". Some of the instances of the generic synset exist as entries in the English Wikipedia. This is the case of "Barcelona". In this example the entries in WordNet and Wikipedia have the same name, but this is not always the case. In some cases the English Wikipedia page has an interwiki link with the Arabic Wikipedia, this is the case of "Barcelona" that is linked to "برشلونة". A link between Arabic Wikipedia and Arabic WordNet is set for completing the loop.

At first glance, given an English Named Entity, obtaining the Arabic counterpart using Wikipedia seems to be easy: We can recover the page corresponding to the English Named Entity. If the page exists, we can look for an occurrence of an "interwiki link" to an Arabic page and just return the title of the page. Unfortunately things are not so easy. Several problems must be faced:

- Which English Named Entities have to be looked for?
  - We can consider all the English Wikipedia pages but, in this case, i) we are introducing a lot of noise in the case of pages not corresponding to a Named Entity (compared to WordNet, Wikipedia contains many more Named Entities as article titles, i.e. as entries., However, about 30% of Wikipedia content corresponds to generic, not named, entries), and ii) the Wikipedia pages have to be mapped to Princeton’s WordNet synsets and thus a possible Word Sense Disambiguation problem arises. For instance, looking at Wikipedia for "Picasso" results on a page corresponding to the painter, but also other pages are accessed, a couple of museums, other persons and some buildings. So, the correct page has to be selected. In the framework of Wikipedia, the Word Sense Disambiguation problem can be solved, or at least alleviated, using the information of Disambiguation Pages but this is not the case of WordNet.
  - We can start not from Wikipedia but from Princeton’s WordNet. In this case we have to locate in Princeton’s WordNet the set of initial instances (using the same procedure described in section IV) and we have to face the same problem of Word Sense Disambiguation in this case not against Princeton’s WordNet synsets but against the English Wikipedia pages.

From the two possibilities we have chosen this latter approach. The reason is that we are interested not in extracting Named Entities from Wikipedia in general but in enriching the current Arabic WordNet with Named Entities that are attachable to existing Named Entities in English WordNet.

- How to deal with polysemy, i.e. when multiple pages correspond to the English Named Entity or from it to the interwiki-linked Arabic Named Entity? The existence of disambiguation pages in Wikipedia can help in solving the problem. Although not all the cases of polysemy have a disambiguation page. Moreover, the way of going to a disambiguation page is not always straightforward, sometimes getting the redirection implies some kind of linguistic processing. For instance in the Wikipedia page of "Picasso", Figure 10, the following text occurs near the title: "This article is about the artist. For other uses, see Picasso (disambiguation)". In other cases the first page returned to a query is directly a disambiguation page.
- Arabic pages in Arabic Wikipedia are unvowelized. The problem for us is that Arabic WordNet, as we have discussed above, has to be vowelized. Of course this process can be made manually but our aim is to limit, as much as possible, human intervention, so an automatic solution of this problem has to be proposed.

The global architecture of our approach is shown in Figure 9.

First the set of PWN1.7 instances is obtained from Alfonseca’s Web as discussed in section IV. Then using the TALP mappings the corresponding set of PWN2.0 instances is got.

The "Extracting Candidates" step consists of obtaining the generic types, i.e. the PWN2.0 synsets corresponding to the direct hyperonyms of the instance synsets, also as described in section V. The generic types not having Arabic counterparts are removed from the list. In some cases, however, as
described above, the Arabic generic type has been manually added to Arabic WordNet.

In order to face the Word Sense Disambiguation problem, a process for adding disambiguation information to the generic types has been performed. We have used as disambiguation data three sets of words:

1. The set of variants (senses) included in each generic type synset.
2. The set of words occurring in the gloss after stopwords and example removing. The gloss is simply considered as a bag of words.
3. The Topic Signature of the English synset. The Topic Signature of a linguistic unit (in this case of a synset) is simply a list of weighted terms with high probability of occurring in the neighborhood of the unit. The technique was first introduced by Lin and Hovy [22] in the framework of Automatic Summarization. Later, Topic Signatures were used for Word Sense Disambiguation. We have used for our purposes the repository of Topic Signatures of IXA group at the University of the Basque Country\(^20\). This repository assigns to all ambiguous nominal English synsets their corresponding Topic Signature. In this case the words are weighted with a relevance score.

Consider, for instance, the word "painter" one of whose senses corresponds to generic synset "painter", direct hyperonym of most of the instance painters occurring in English WordNet. For this word three senses occur in WordNet 1.6 (the version of WordNet for which Topic Signatures are available). See Table 4. The terms with the highest scores from the Topic Signature for the three synsets in Table 4 are shown in Table 5.

So, the English synset for which we try to find Arabic counterpart has attached three data structures: the set of variants, the bag of words of the gloss, and the Topic Signature of the synset. With these data we have to face the Word Sense Disambiguation problem at Wikipedia level.

The core of our approach is the "Filtering Candidates" process. This process involves the use of English Wikipedia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>variants</th>
<th>gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>painter</td>
<td>an artist who paints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>painter</td>
<td>a worker who is employed to cover objects with paint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>cougar, puma, catamount, mountain_lion, painter, panther, Felis_concolor</td>
<td>large American feline resembling a lion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Senses corresponding to "painter" in WordNet 1.6

Among the systems described in section V for the management of Wikipedia we have chosen Iryna Gurevych's (Univ. of Darmstadt) JWPL system, [45]. This system is based on a local copy of Wikipedia loaded into a database (we have used MySQL as database management system). The local copy we have downloaded (for both Arabic and English Wikipedias) were those of February 2008. The system allows an easy recovering of all the data we need for our purposes\(^{21}\).

\(^{20}\) http://ixa.si.ehu.es/ixa/resources/sensecorpus

\(^{21}\) Unfortunately JWKL does not allow a direct recovery of "interwiki" links. As the system is monolingual, multilingual links are not included in the database tables and have to be extracted from text. Maintaining tables for interwiki links imply loading copies of all the Wikipedias for which
by means of APIs in Java. Using JWPL the procedure for each candidate (English Named Entity with disambiguation information attached) is the following:

1. Using the English Named Entity we look for it in English Wikipedia. If the page does not exist, the entry cannot reach its hypothetical Arabic counterpart.

2. The last step in the process of filtering candidates is looking for an occurrence of an "interwiki link" to an Arabic page. In this case the title of the page is returned as Arabic Named Entity. When the database contains redirection pages for this page, the alternate pages are considered too as Arabic Named Entities translation of the original English synset.

A. Page Disambiguation

The procedure we have followed for page disambiguation is quite simple because we use as context for disambiguation only the text attached to the different options of the interwikis exist. Anyway, the procedure for extracting interwiki links is very simple.

B. Term vowelization

The last step in our approach is vowelization. It is controversial if Named Entities have or do not have to be vowelized. In fact many Named Entity have different vowelization patterns depending on the geographic area. When designing Arabic Wordnet we decided to make the entries vowelized and this decision was applied both to normal entries and to Named Entities. So, when building Arabic Wordnet we performed a manual vowelization using the criterion of assigning the most common vowelization pattern.

---

Table 5. 15 Most scored terms of the Topic Signatures of the three senses of "painter" in WordNet 1.6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sense</th>
<th>Topic Signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>landscapist(24.19) sculpturer(22.80) watercolourist(21.25) miniaturist(20.40) watercolorist(15.22) gauguin(14.76) utrillo(14.68) creative(14.14) colorist(13.75) dauber(13.52) abstract(09.95) oil(09.84) postimpressionist(09.73) master(09.44) constructivist(06.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>funeral(33.65) bread(32.44) lens(32.06) worker(27.36) lockmaster(23.37) tuner(20.38) harpooner(19.91) repairman(19.82) projectionist(19.35) slaughterer(18.04) lobsterman(17.95) mortician(17.57) maker(17.39) balloonist(17.39) optician(15.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>felis(226.98) serval(81.67) ocelot(78.95) lynx(62.27) margay(51.38) bengal(51.04) jaguarundi(50.70) wildcat(49.00) manul(44.92) leopard(41.07) jungle(30.26) puma(25.86) jaguar(19.39) panther(10.67) feline(10.54)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 10. English Wikipedia, Fragment of the page of "Pablo Picasso" as the correct page.

We have experimented with a linear combination of these three language models. The inclusion of Topic Signatures has resulted in all the cases in a drop of accuracy. This result could be a consequence of the noise present in the repository, at least for Topic Signatures attached to direct hyperonyms of Named Entities.

22 Note that Topic Signatures are available only for ambiguous, i.e. polysemous, terms. Most of generic terms direct hyperonyms of Named Entities are monosemous and thus lack Topic Signature.
to each entry. In this extension we apply the same criterion.

The Arabic alphabet consists of 28 letters that can be extended to a set of 90 by additional shapes, marks, and vowels (motions). The 28 letters represent the consonants and long vowels such as \( \text{ا} \) (pronounced as /a:/), \( \text{ي} \) (pronounced as /i:/), and \( \text{و} \) (pronounced as /u:/). The short vowels (Sukoon, \( \text{ْ} \) represents no vowel at all, Fatha, \( \text{َ} \) represents the /a/ sound, Kasra, \( \text{ِ} \) represents the /i/ sound, and Damma, \( \text{ُ} \) represents the /u/ sound) and certain other phonetic information such as consonant doubling, the gemination mark (shadda, \( \text{ّ} \)), are not represented by letters, but by diacritics.

A diacritic is a short stroke placed above or below the consonant. The doubled case ending diacritics (nuation) are vowels used at the end of the words; the term “tanween” is used to express this phenomenon. Tanween marks indefiniteness and it is manifested in the form of case marking or in conjunction with case marking. Similar to short vowels, there are three different diacritics for tanween: tanween al-fath, tanween al-damm, and tanween al-kasr. They are placed on the last letter of the word and have the phonetic effect of placing an “N” at the end of the word.

The problem of automatic generation of the Arabic diacritic marks is known in the literature under various translations (such as automatic vocalization, vowelization, diacritization, accent restoration, and vowel restoration). The formal approach to the problem of restoration of the diacritical marks of Arabic text involves a complex integration of the Arabic morphological, syntactic, and semantic features.

Arabic diacritic restoration is a non-trivial task. Native speakers of Arabic are able, in most cases, to accurately vocalize words in text based on their context, the speaker’s knowledge of the grammar, and the lexicon of Arabic. The goal of diacritic recovering algorithms is to convert knowledge used by native speakers into features that could be used by the system (usually a Machine Learning algorithm) to perform the task.

There are several vowelization, in general diacritic recovering algorithms. Most of the early methods were rule-based, as in [13]. More recently statistical and Machine Learning algorithms were used. [19] and [15] use HMM approaches, [46] uses a Maximum Entropy approach.

Unfortunately none of these approaches can be applied to Named Entities. All these methods use the context of the word to be diacritized as source of features for the task. In this way the results for vowelizing normal words (nouns, verbs, etc.) are usually good. Although no statistics are provided for Named Entities there is a notable drop in the accuracy when dealing with Named Entities. The lack of context is obviously another limitation but the results with and without context do not differ significantly.

For our task only short vowel restoration is needed. Shadda diacritics are already recovered and do not need restoration. Moreover in many cases all or most of the vowels are included as long vowels and do not need restoration.

We have implemented a very simple HMM-based algorithm. We used for learning the set of 1,656 vowelized words corresponding to Named Entities in Arabic WordNet. We converted this set into a set of pairs <vowelized Named Entity/unvowelized Named Entity> simply by removing vowels of the set. We used the GHMM\textsuperscript{23} library for managing the HMM. We tried first to vowelize Arabic Named Entities without context. Then we added context using for this purpose

\begin{table}[h]
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{title} & \textbf{description} \\
\hline
Francisco Picasso & Uruguayan medley swimmer \\
Laura Picasso & Swiss pornographic actress \\
Pablo Picasso & prolific and well known Spanish painter and sculptor \\
Paloma Picasso & fashion designer and businesswoman, daughter of Pablo Picasso and Françoise Gilot (Picasso Tower), a 43-story skyscraper in Madrid, Spain \\
Torre Picasso & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Some of the entries of the disambiguation page of Pablo Picasso (from 19 possibilities)}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{23} General Hiden Markov Model Library (GHMM), http://ghmm.sourceforge.net
the sentences in the Arabic GigaWord Corpus\textsuperscript{24} where the Named Entities occur.

The results, as expected, were bad, almost 20% worse than the reported for general words in the literature (and in our experiments). No improvement was obtained when including contextual information. So we decided to follow an ad-hoc approach that took into account the characteristics of Arabic Named Entities (at least, and this is an important constraint, those connected to English WordNet synsets).

We follow here a rather conservative approach. We consider four cases for vowelization:

- Many cases correspond to direct transliteration of foreign words (i.e. they are named arabizations) and usually the Arabic term includes long vowels, for representing vowels in the original language. In such cases no vowelization is needed. For instance, the Named Entity "Pablo Picasso" is interwiki linked to "بابلو بيكاسو". In this case the vowels are included in the Arabic form as long vowels and, so, no recovery is needed.

- Some cases correspond also to direct transliteration of foreign words but some (or all) of the vowels are not long and need to be recovered. In this case we have transliterated the Arabic Named Entity into Buckwalter encoding, \textsuperscript{9} and then compared it with English, French, Italian and Spanish translations\textsuperscript{25} for choosing the best match. Consider the case of "Barcelona" that is interwiki linked to "Барселона". In this case not all the vowels are long vowels and, so, they have to be recovered. The interwikies of the Arabic page with English and Spanish point to "Barcelona", the corresponding to French to "Barcelone" and the corresponding to Italian to "Barcellona". The best match leads, in this case to the correct vowelization.

- Some Arabic Named Entities correspond to normal words occurring in Arabic WordNet and can be vowelized accordingly. Some Arabic Named Entities correspond to multiwords with elementary components existing in Arabic WordNet, we proceed then in the same way. The paradigmatic example is "Casablanca". The entry is interwiki linked to "البيضاء الدار", that is not fully vowelized. "Casablanca" can be decomposed into "casa" (house) and "blanca" (white). Both are normal words occurring in English WordNet and linked to vowelized entries in Arabic WordNet. So we can assign to the Arabic Named Entity the vowels occurring in the component words.

- The rest of cases correspond to Arabic Named Entities with no direct connection with foreign terms and corresponding to no normal words. In this case we left the vowelization unsolved in the automatic phase and delayed the solution to a posterior manual intervention. An example of this case is "Jerusalem" that is interwiki linked to "القدس". In this case no vowelization is proposed\textsuperscript{26}.

VII A DETAILED EXAMPLE

In this section we present a detailed example illustrating the approach described in section VI. Consider the case of the generic synset "painter" corresponding to the first sense of the word "painter" as shown in Table 4. The three disambiguation knowledge sources are:

1. The set of variants, in this case reduced to \{painter\}. So, the bag of words is simply \{painter\}.
2. The gloss, "an artist who paints". So, the bag of words is simply \{artist, paint\}, after stopwords removing and lemmatization.
3. The Topic Signatures, see Table 5. The bag of words here is weighted: \{landscapist (24.19), sculpturer (22.80), watercolourist (21.25), miniaturist (20.40), watercolorist (15.22), etc.\}.

We got the set of direct hyponyms of this synsets. Consider the case of one of them, the corresponding to "Pablo Picasso". In this case there is an entry in the Wikipedia (with several redirections) presented in Figure 10. From the main page we obtain the disambiguation page after processing the sentence "This article is about the artist. For other uses, see Picasso (disambiguation)." and following the link. The disambiguation page is shown in Figure 11. Some of the disambiguation items are presented in Table 6.

\textsuperscript{24} available through LDC: http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2006T02
\textsuperscript{25} We thought that in the case of foreign words (whatever the direction, from or to Arabic) the languages involved should be geographically or culturally closed to an Arabic country. Including other languages does not seem to be useful.
\textsuperscript{26} In the English page of "Jerusalem" the following redirection and disambiguation information appears: "al-Quds" redirects here. For other uses, see al-Quds (disambiguation)." The reference here to "al-Quds" gives a clue to the vowel restoration. How to make use of this is unclear now, but will be considered in the future.
From the content of the disambiguation Knowledge Sources, the correct page is selected (Pablo Picasso, the painter).

There exists an interwiki link to the corresponding page of the Arabic Wikipedia, "بابلو بيكاسو". In this case the all the vowels are included in the Arabic form as long vowels and no recovery is needed. This is an example of the first case discussed above.

The Arabic title of the page, "بابلو بيكاسو", is thus considered a correct translation of the Named Entity "Pablo Picasso" and, thus, incorporated to Arabic WordNet and linked as an "equivalent" of the English synset "Pablo Picasso" and as an "hyponym" of "painter".

**VIII RESULTS AND EVALUATION**

In our experiments we started with 16,873 English Named Entities occurring as instances in PWN2.0. From them, 14,904 occurs as well in English Wikipedia as article titles. This is a really nice coverage (88%). 3,854 Arabic words corresponding to 2,589 English synsets were recovered following our approach. The coverage (26%) is really high taking into account the relatively small size of Arabic Wikipedia. From the recovered synsets only 496 belonged to the set of Named Entities already included in Arabic WordNet following the manual procedure described in section IV.

The obvious way of evaluating our system consists of comparing the obtained Named Entities with the manually collected and manually incorporated Named Entities that are already in Arabic WordNet. From the 496 synsets included in both sets 464 were the same and 32 differed (and thus could be considered errors). The accuracy measured in this way was of 93.4%. As the size of the automatically evaluated set was small (only 496 synsets, i.e. 12% of the set of the recovered synsets) we decided to perform a manual validation of the set. The set of Arabic Named Entities was, thus, fully evaluated (by one of the authors).

From the 3,854 proposed assignments, 3,596 (93.3%) were considered correct, 67 (1.7%) were considered wrong and 191 (5%) were not known by the reviewer. There is, so, a high coincidence between the automatic and manual validation procedures.

We can conclude, thus, that our approach is highly reliable and can be used for the task.

**IX CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

We have presented an approach for automatically attaching Arabic Named Entities to English Named Entities using Arabic WordNet, Princeton’s WordNet, Arabic Wikipedia and English Wikipedia as Knowledge Sources. The system is fully automatic, quite accurate, and has been applied to a substantial enrichment of the Named Entity set in Arabic WordNet.

Due to the high growing ratio of Arabic Wikipedia the approach can be applied to progressively improve Named Entity coverage of Arabic WordNet. An automatic way of incorporating to Arabic WordNet new Named Entities coming from the enrichment of Arabic Wikipedia is an obvious extension of our system.

Besides this task we will try to apply a similar procedure for building a multilingual (including Arabic, Catalan, English and Spanish) geographical ontology based on GEONAMES and GNIS databases. Another task that could make use of our approach is the automatic extraction of transliterated pairs from bilingual (or comparable) corpora.
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